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Functions:Cash Types:On/Off

Plus

Cash Type Print Packaged Coins

Auto Scroll 

Auto Add

Indicator

Press the Cash Type key until the indicator points to "Loose Coins". Press the Cash Type key until the 
indicator points to "Rolled Coins".

Place a roll of coins onto the hod.

The display will show the value, eg:

Remove the roll and the value will automatically 
be added to the grand total:

(Note: If Manual Coin is on, you will need to select 
the denomination first. If Auto Add is off, you will 
need to add the value by pressing the Plus key.)

Getting Started
- Place the Sigma 100 on a firm, even surface, away from draughts and vibrations.
- Insert the HOD, pushing the connection firmly into place.
- Plug the adaptor into the back of the Sigma 100 and turn on the mains power supply.
- Turn on the Sigma 100 using the On/Off key (please ensure that the coin scoop is not placed on the cash counting machine prior to switching on).
- Leave your Sigma 100 plugged into the mains for at least 12 hours to charge the battery. The machine can still be operated during this time.

You can select the denomination you require with the Up or 
Down Arrow keys.

Place a scoop full of coins onto the hod.

The display will show the value, eg:

Remove the Scoop and the value will automatically 
be added to the grand total:

(Note: If Auto Add is off, you will need to add the 
value by pressing the Plus key.)

Press the Cash Type key until the indicator points to "Notes".

You can select the denomination you require with the Up or Down Arrow keys.

Place slices of notes onto the hod.

Remove the notes and the value will automatically be added to the grand total, eg:

(Note: If Auto Add/Scroll is off, you will need to add the value by pressing the Plus key.)

Counting Loose Notes

- To delete a sub total, select the desired denomination, then hold down the "Plus" key until the value returns to zero.
- To delete the grand total, hold down the "Plus" key until the display shows "Press the Plus key again to confirm". Pressing the "Plus" key again will clear the

- To print your count information, press the "Print" key (CP3 printer must be attached).
- If Multi Currency is available, switch currencies by pressing the Up and Down arrows simultaneously until the desired currency is displayed.
- Hold down the "On/Off" button for 2-3 seconds to turn off.

grand total. Pressing any other key will abort.
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Place 8 -10 notes of the chosen denomination onto the
hod. After a reading is displayed, continue adding notes
in small numbers. Remove all of the notes and repeat
until you can increase the number of notes applied each
time. Eventually the machine will accept up to 25/30*
notes each time.

PRESS ZERO KEY - The scale is not at zero. Push the ON/OFF key once to return the scale to zero.

SCOOP message - If the machine is asking for the scoop when the scoop is already placed on the hod, simply zero the machine
by pressing the ON/OFF key once.

The Sigma 100 will read the weight of the notes it counts
and will make any adjustments required to its permanent
m e m o r y . R e p e a t t h i s p r o c e s s f o r a l l t h e o t h e r
denominations.

If the following message appears on the display, then too many notes have been applied: sigma
100

Too many notes
Remove Some
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Teaching the Sigma 100
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Common Error Messages
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hod

coin scoop

Sigma 100

The Sigma 100 can also be used as a standard hi-precision weighing machine.  Ideal for checking letter and parcel weights prior 
to posting.

To access 'Grams' mode, press and hold the 'Down Arrow' key and the 'Cash Type' keys (        +        ) simultaneously.  This will
show the following message on the display:

The Sigma 100 is now in 'Grams' mode, capable of weighing.

To return to Counting mode, press and hold the 'Down Arrow' key and the 'Cash Type' keys simultaneously.  The screen will
now return to its original display.
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AC adaptor

Product Specification Functions

Till count - 1

10 hour battery life

Grams mode

ISO 9001:2001 Registered Extended warranty

Connectivity: optional

Multi currency

Counts loose, bagged and rolled coins

Counts loose notes

Printer port

   
    

All Cashmaster machines are calibrated at the factory but note weights do vary slightly depending on age and usage, the following 
should be completed on receipt of your new machine to obtain optimum performance.

Remove some notes until you get a valid reading, then continue placing notes, as above.

SUSPECT BAG / ROLL - Bag / Roll of coins applied is suspect.  User may leave bag on hod and select the correct coin denomination 
by pressing the       or        keys 

(If scoop tare switch is active.)

* The maximum note slice quantity that can be applied is governed by the currency condition and may alter between countries.


